
[ eq: uniqueness of contraction mapping fixed point ]

[ eq: uniqueness of contraction 
mapping fixed point ]

[ eq: Fejer monotone ]

For contraction mapping F, x^{k+1}=F(x^k) converges

with contraction factor (Lipschitz constant) 0<L<1

# Our goal is to show that ||F(x  )-x  || goes to zero which proves x  is a fixed point

# The intuition behind strongly convex and strongly smooth is that if we take a small amount of norm squared convexity the fu nction still 
stays convex, but if there is point of how much we can take away this norm squared convexity. At this breaking point, the fun ction with so 
much convexity taken away flips its nature and becomes concave. Clearly L>m

[Convergence of contraction mapping iteration]

Fixed Point Iteration 
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[# damped iteration for finding fixed point of nonexpansive mapping #]

# The intuition behind strongly convex and strongly smooth is that if we take a small amount of norm squared convexity the fu nction still 
stays convex, but if there is point of how much we can take away this norm squared convexity. At this breaking point, the fun ction with so 
much convexity taken away flips its nature and becomes concave. Clearly L>m
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[ eq: damped iteration for nonexpansive mapping ]

Note that dist(x^k,X) decreases is not enough, amader dekhate hobe dist(x^k,X) -> 0, as it might reduce to 
some nonzero value i.e., dist(x^k,X) ->10 meaning no matter what you do x^k cannot reach the fixed point set!

eq: Fejer Monotonicity of damped iteration

[ Note that this equation only says that the best solution so far will approach as we take more and 
more iterates, but it does not implies that the iterate improves to get better solutions as we give more
iterations, we want to show that 

[# damped iteration for finding fixed point of nonexpansive mapping #]

Intuitively it means that if a finite sum of positive terms is globally bounded for any number of 
terms considered, then infinite sum of those positive terms will converge
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[ Note that this equation only says that the best solution so far will approach as we take more and 
more iterates, but it does not implies that the iterate improves to get better solutions as we give more
iterations, we want to show that 

eq: Fejer Monotonicity of damped iteration

[Second reading]

■ Averaged operators:

An operator F is averaged if it can be written as the convex combination of identity and some 
nonexpansive operator. 

I: identity, G:nonexpansive // (1-θ) I + θ G:θ ∈ (0,1)=Averaged operator

* F: averaged operator, 

Suppose the set of fixed points is nonempty. Then ∃x   ∈ X    x  → x*, also the algorithm will be Fejer 
monotone, i.e.,  
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